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and they continued until they were taken over eventually by the Remas'i

Roans, and then so here wehave places in this verse pet*ie- picturing

the four wings , and the four heads, Alexander's kingdom dividing into the

four parts that we know, and in later chapters we are told more about Alexander's

kingdom but tk here we are told this about it, and then we are told that there

is to be another beast, "After this I saw in the night visions, and behold a

fourth beast, dreadful and terrible, and zkx strong exceedingly; and it had great

iron teeth: it devoured and brake in pieces, and stamped the residue with t1

feet of it: and it was diverse from all the beasts that were before it; and it

had ten horns. I considered the horns, and behold, there came up among

them another little horn, before whom there were three of the first horns plucked

up by the roots; and , behold, in the horn were eyes like the eyes of man, and

a mouth speaking great things." Well, this is doubtless looking on to what

was the ten toes in the image , and probably looking to something that is -s

still future , that may not even come until after the rapture , but looking to

the revelation of the anti-6hrist, a figure like Napolion or Hitler, a figure

that is k going to try to take over possession of the world for his own wicked

objectives , and iiix i s going to succeed to quite an extent , and later on

in Daniel we have a good bit of detail about him, and that is still future

you'll notice that is on the fourth beast and we haven't been told much about

the third beast yet in any of these -eue- pictures, and then he says,'L beheld

till the thrones were cast down, and the Ancient eel-f-- of days did sit, whose

garment was white as snow, and the hat4.- hair of his head like the pure wool:

his throne was like the fiery flame, and his wheels as br fling fire. Ac A fiery
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